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China Readies Surprise Attack On America—Will Recognize Hillary Clinton Emergency Government
By: Sorcha Faal, and as reported to her Western Subscribers
A gobsmacking new Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin today noting Permanent Member Sergei Naryshkin (who is also the Director of the Foreign Intelligence Service and
the Chairman of the Russian Historical Society) warning Western globalist-socialist forces that they are mistaken to believe that the world can be ruled from Washington, with his exactly
stating: “The most important lesson from the past is that if any country tries to rule the world all by itself this will undoubtedly end in disaster”, says the grave events occurring over the past 24hours have openly exposed the dangerous endgame these malign parties are attempting to rapidly achieve—events that include the United Nations shockingly coming to the defense of radical
ANTIFA terrorists mounting a rebellion in America,the European Union Parliament rushing to the defense of the radical racial hatred organization Black Live Matters and Communist
China launching an all-out cyber attack on Australia to bring that nation’s government to its knees—with the latter being the prelude to a “surprise Pearl Harbor attack” that Communist
China is preparing to launch against the United States to cripple its electrical grid—a crippling attack the American people are ill prepared to endure, as evidenced by 83% of them admitting
they’re stressed over their nation’s future, and psychologists now warning these people would be crushed by a second coronavirus wave—and when occurring, will allow socialist Democrat
Party leader Hillary Clinton to establish an emergency government in the midst of this chaos to rule over America, which Communist China, the United Nations and the European Union will
immediately recognize as being legitimate—an emergency government these socialist forces will need legal and military support to achieve—which is why President Donald Trump is rooting out
from the Pentagon all disloyal forces and United States Attorney General William Barr just fired US Attorney Geoffrey Berman and announced that the Chairman of the Securities and
Exchange Commission Jay Clayton will replace him—the latter action being the most critical as US Attorney Berman was preparing to aid this coup by making up false charges against President
Trump, and which Clinton’s emergency government would reward him for by making him the new US Attorney General—which explains why US Attorney Berman is now in open revolt and
illegally refusing to accept his dismissal—with it further to be noticed that joining Clinton’s emergency government would be former socialist US Secretary of State John Kerry, who has just
warned that if President Trump is reelected there will be a revolution, and former socialist National Security Advisor Susan Rice, who herself just stunningly quoted Russian communist
revolutionary leader Leon Trotsky on what she plans to do with all of President Trump’s supporters when she gets back in power: “Throw them into the dustbin of history!”. [Note: Some words and/or
phrases appearing in quotes in this report are English language approximations of Russian words/phrases having no exact counterpart.]

According to this report, on 11 March 1985 the last leader of the Soviet Union came to power when Mikhail Gorbachev became the General Secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union—an unexpected accession to power coming after the death of General Secretary Konstantin Chernenko, who ruled from 13 February 1984 to 10 March 1985—who himself ascended to
power after the death of General Secretary Yuri Andropov, who ruled from 12 November 1982 to 9 February 1984—who replaced the longest serving Soviet leader General Secretary Leonid
Brezhnev, who ruled from 14 October 1964 to 10 November 1982.
The historic significance of General Secretary Gorbachev coming to power, this report explains, was his being the first leader of the Soviet Union not to have been a part of the 1917 Russian
Revolution that allowed godless socialist-communists to capture the entire nation, as he wasn’t even born until 1931—which allowed Gorbachev to become the first Soviet leader to view with nonideological honesty the absolute horror Russia had become after nearly 70-years of continuous socialist rule—a horror Gorbachev laid at the doorstep of the past Soviet leaders who waged endless
and needless wars for global supremacy while watching Russia fall into poverty, chaos and ruin—which Gorbachev responded to by ending these needless wars, most critically the 10-year-long
Russian-Afghan War he ended in 1989—after which Gorbachev embarked on his “Make Russia Great Again” agenda—the two most important parts of were “perestroika”, the restructuring and
reforming of the Russian economic and political system—and—“glasnost”, the policy and practice of creating a more open consultative Russian government and the wider dissemination of truthful
information—the end result of which saw Gorbachev becoming the first, last and only President of the Soviet Union, ruling from 15 March 1990 to 25 December 1991—after which the Soviet
Union was buried in the grave it deserved to be in, and the Russian Federation was born.
Most instructive at this exact moment for the American people to know about this history, this report details, is that while Gorbachev was dismantling the Soviet Union, ending its wars and bringing
soliders home, and freeing the Russian people from decades of tyranny in order make their lives more just and prosperous, his socialist enemies were plotting his overthrow and destruction—and saw
them striking back on 19 August 1991 when Gorbachev was summer vacationing with his family—a vacation that saw all communication links with Gorbachev being severed—and then saw the
State Committee on the State of Emergency declaring that it was in charge of the nation—a committee of hard-line socialists dedicated to keeping power at all costs—but whose reign of power only
lasted for two days and ended on 21 August 1991—is now known to history as the 1991 August Coup—and two weeks later, saw Gorbachev destroying the Soviet Union forever so these socialists
couldn’t do it again..

Most critical to note about the 1991 August Coup against Gorbachev, this report explains, is that in the weeks and months that preceded it, socialist forces and their state media allies did everything in
their power to sow as much chaos and economic pain among the Russian people as possible, while at the same time branding Gorbachev as a “traitor”—an economic upheaval that was beginning
to make life unbearable for Russian peoples—with one of the anecdotes of that time being: “And one man turned in the queue to his neighbour and said: 'I'm fed up with this, I blame Gorbachev,
I'm going to kill Gorbachev,' and off he went…He came back two days later and the people in the queue said: “Did you kill Gorbachev?”…”No”, he replied “The queue to kill Gorbachev was just
too long”.
As to the socialist tactics used during that time to foment such an environment of rebellion in Russia, this report astoundingly notes, they are being exactly duplicated today in socialist Democrat
Party stronghold cities throughout all of the United States—tactics designed to place ordinary peoples in terror as a means to make them accept anyone able to restore order—with one such example
being what occurred in Charleston-South Carolina on 30 May—which was when the radical Democrat Party socialist Mayor John Tecklenburg of Charleston ordered his police forces to abandon
and not respond to any emergency calls from his city’s main downtown business district—after which socialist mobs descended on it destroying everything in their path—and most heartbreaking
about is listening to the hundreds of 911 emergency calls placed by terrorized Charleston citizens pleading for the police to save them, but who never came—and afterwards caused one
terrified business owner to write socialist Mayor Tecklenburg and say the truth: “You left my staff, my guests, and businesses alone to get destroyed”.

As to when the masses of the Americans will awaken to the reality that they are all living in a socialist revolution intent on destroying the United States and overthrowing President Trump, this
report concludes, more signs are emerging showing this is occurring—best exampled today when noticing that even though the socialist Democrat Party and its leftist mainstream propaganda media
allies have been covering up the cognitive decline of socialist leader Joe Biden, a just released new poll shows that 55% of the American people believe Biden is in the early stages of dementia
—a crushing blow to these socialists as it shows the American people are going around them to find out what the truth is—and as further confirmed by the radical leftist fake news outlet CNN, who
this past week re-interviewed 3 Trump voters from 2016 to see whom they intend on voting for now, and all 3 of whom said they are still voting for Trump—though all these American people
should realize, and as history has always shown, socialist revolutions are indeed bloody and dangerous affairs—but when stood up against by fearless peoples and leaders, always end in failure.
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[Note: Many governments and their intelligence services actively campaign against the information found in these reports so as not to alarm their citizens about the many
catastrophic Earth changes and events to come, a stance that the Sisters of Sorcha Faal strongly disagree with in believing that it is every human being’s right to know the
truth. Due to our mission’s conflicts with that of those governments, the responses of their ‘agents’ has been a longstanding misinformation/misdirection campaign designed
to discredit us, and others like us, that is exampled in numerous places, including HERE.]
[Note: The WhatDoesItMean.com website was created for and donated to the Sisters of Sorcha Faal in 2003 by a small group of American computer experts led by the late
global technology guru Wayne Green (1922-2013) to counter the propaganda being used by the West to promote their illegal 2003 invasion of Iraq.]
[Note: The word Kremlin (fortress inside a city) as used in this report refers to Russian citadels, including in Moscow, having cathedrals wherein female Schema monks
(Orthodox nuns) reside, many of whom are devoted to the mission of the Sisters of Sorcha Faal.]
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